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Racist Immigration, National Debt and the Effects of Nuclear War with Putin: UKIP's Nigel Farage 69% versus Deputy Prime Minister

Nick Clegg 31% (ICM Poll for Guardian)
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Declassified effects of nuclear weapons and other threats: minimizing weapons effects on civilians

Can Britain and America prevail over an alliance of Russia, China, Iran and North Korea in WWIII? American sanctions on Japan in 1940 led to Pearl Harbor on 7

December 1941, so beware of the lessons of history Mr President, and get civil defense
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Above: the fanatical German, Martin Schulz, is now the EU Parliament President who is paid more than the American president and with CND and anti-neutron

bomb fanatic Baroness Cathy Ashton (unelected head of EU Foreign Affairs) is apparently trying to start WWIII by pressing the EU into Ukraine just as Hitler

invaded Russia, and apparently also trying to copy the Nazi "Trojan horse" propaganda style, to gain power by spreading false "scares" about job losses if we

give up racist EU policies and laws on "standardization" of goods, which prohibit trade with poor African farmers outside the EU. All these people say in

response seems to be: "Godwin's law should prohibit comparisons of modern day Nazis to the Third Reich, so that we can repeat the errors of the past and have another

World War!" The EU parliament is a quack "democracy" like the USSR elections of bureaucrats, since the EU parliament has no real powers of democracy and policy is

instead determined by a pseudo-democratic European Council and implemented by the European Commission, an unelected civil service of 28 commissioners and 24,000

staff who propose new laws and draft legislation. This is a copy of the USSR centralized, monolithic dictatorship of bureaucrats. The EU Parliament is totally prohibited from

any right to initiate legislation, so it can only request the European Commission to draft a bill! The EU Parliament meets for just 4 days each month (apart from August), plus

6 annual 2-day "mini sessions" in Brussels or Strasbourg. A real "tower of babel", the EU employs 1,200 interpreters and 700 document translators, but despite this the

journalists of member states lack of the ability to hold the immense number of remote, unaccountable, fanatically meddling bureaucrats to account. The May 2014 issue of

the UK edition of Readers Digest at page 97 quotes Polish euro-deputy Jacek Saryusz-Wolski as using the argument for the EU that about 75% ("some 70 to 80 % of

national legislation that directly impacts on the lives of citizens originates at the level of the European Union") of EU member states new laws comes from the EU, despite

the fact that Britain's Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg tried to play down the 75% figure in his April 2014 debate with UKIP leader and MEP Nigel Farage! Thus the

inconsistency that the 75% figure is used when convenient for arguing in favour of the power of the EU, but when convenient is simply dismissed by clowns like the British

government's deputy PM!

The “European Parliament” is a totally toothless committee, a mere charade of democracy: being the only “parliament” where you cannot initiate legislation, propose

legislation, or even repeal legislation (that’s all the job of the unelected European Commission, not the European Parliament). Europe’s political Union is modelled on the

unlimited power of the USSR it superseded, a new communist confidence trick.

The European Union is a maze spread over Brussels, Luxembourg and Strasbourg, comprising of:

(1) The European Commission,

(2) The Council of the European Union,

(3) The European Council,

(4) The European Parliament, etc. (lots of other directorates, agencies, and so on).

“Because the EU’s officials are not answerable to the peoples of the nation states ... Brussels overspent its budget last year by a shocking £20 billion. [This] far

exceeds anything achieved by oil company Enron. ... we have to pay £14 billion every year in our annual contribution ... a protection racket that fails to

provide any protection. ... its own auditors have not given its accounts a clean bill of health for the past 18 years.  Brussels has an annual budget of £133

billion ... the EU spends £2.4 billion a year on marketing and publicity ... European officials take an average of 14.6 days off sick every year ... When its Court

of Auditors in 2013 found “serious failures” in the award of EU contracts for a £13 billion pipeline between Hungary and Romania the EU said with typical

insouciance, “We interpret the rules differently.” [This was precisely Putin’s response to corruption claims over the Winter Olympics.] ... the EU’s foreign

service ... has 37 staff in Papua New Guinea and 32 in Mozambique.”

Nowhere is there any people’s democracy in this deliberately obfuscating network of multiple hubs of power, whose purpose is to make it look like democracy without

actually being a democracy.  There is such a massive array that the journalists of member states of the EU are unable to remember all their obscure foreign names and job

titles, let alone to hold them to account.  This is precisely why the newspapers and TV only report the EU laws that destroy the economics of member states after they have

been passed, when it is far too late to hold a media campaign to oppose them (as occurs when local Parliaments in London propose banning curved bananas).

The EU is not a free trade union, but is a racist, colonial “protectionist block” which tries to limit trade of member states with countries outside the European Union (for

example, Britain’s trade with poor African farmers) by imposing racist EU law-imposed massive trade tariffs to ban the “un-standardized” goods from Africa and America, but

to allow trade from within Europe, which sells us overpriced, needlessly “standardized” goods in order to subsidise failed, inefficient, illiberal socialist dictatorships.  The

unelected bureaucratic central government (signed by Prime Minister John Major in the notorious Maastricht Treaty) European Union is incompatible with a peaceful,

economically stable world as proved by the Ukraine crisis caused by unelected EU Foreign Affairs boss Baroness Cathy Ashton (author of lies in chapter 1 of the 1977 CND

book The neutron bomb which led to Carter banning the bomb and thus to the 1979 USSR invasion of Afghanistan) who pushed the EU into the Ukraine, triggering Putin's

invasion of Crimea! Although the 2011 "European Citizens' Initiative" in principle allows any citizen to call for a new Euro law, they must first get a million signatures, so in

practice it's an empty promise (if you can get a million signatures, you'll get political support and media attention anyway, so the real the problem is getting attention for

unpopular laws to protect us against war-mongering appeasement). Another Clegg-type pro-EU argument is that the EU is banning mobile phone roaming charges in Europe;

however this is no use outside the EU and even inside the EU the companies will just increase the normal charges to make up their profit shortfall, so the consumer will end

up paying the same overall. The May 2014 UK Readers Digest article on page 99 attacks the EU opponents on the basis that the Dutch "Party for Freedom" (which opposes

the EU dictatorship) "favours same-sex marriage and is an enthusiastic supporter of the state of Israel". So now we know the truth: the popular media attacks on the lovers of

liberty are motivated by racism and homophobia. Yet, using the tactics of Dr Goebbels, they try to stick smears on their enemies to deflect attention from the truth. But one

person is making progress.

British politician, ex-global metal exchange trader (which he did for 20 years) and now leader of the UK Independence Party (UKIP) Nigel Farage who has a German wife, was

strongly influenced by reading J. S. Mill’s On Liberty as a child, and he has slammed EU bosses over European crisis. "It's even more serious than economics because if

you rob people of their identity, if you rob them of their democracy, then all they are left with is nationalism and violence. I can only hope and pray that the Euro project is

destroyed by the markets before that," Farage ended a speech:
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FIGHTING THE NAZIS DICTATORS OF THE EU: Who are you Mr President? Nigel Farage asks Van Rompuy (video below in the European Parliament):

 Nigel

Farage explaining his call to have all EU Nazis and neo-Nazis fired:
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 Nigel

Farage explaining that the EU is run by unelected failed far-right wing pseudo-environmentalist and pseudo-pacifist Nazi dictators:
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Above: Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg, in his 2 April 2014 debate with UK Independence Party Chief Nigel Farage (a rematch of their 26 March debate), waved this 2010

UKIP poster warning of the dangers of uncontrolled immigration disasters in his TV debate, in a lying "smear" attempt to disprove what the poster said, merely by using the

left-wing technique of "ridiculing", while ignoring the actual fact that Native Americans did in some cases end up in reservations because they had no proper

border controls or nuclear deterrents to prevent invasions.  This left-wing tactic of "tweeting the racist subtext" backfired according to the left-wing Guardian

newspaper's ICM poll immediately after the debate! Sophistry always backfires, unless you silence your opponent using Hitler's thugs technique of gas or concentration

camps. Deputy Prime Minister Clegg only had 31% approval, with the entire remaining 69% backing UKIP's leader Nigel Farage!  No wonder we haven't had any unbiased

debates on EUSSR communist membership for over 20 years, since Prime Minister John Major signed the Maastricht Treaty, giving away Britain's independence to

unelected left-wing lying, overspending bureaucrats in Belgium (the last public UK referendum on Europe 40 years ago was about economic trade in the European

Commission, not political control of people's lives by the "European Union" of Soviet Socialist Republics).  Clegg didn't help his case by claiming that "if you want to

change something, you must do so from inside it" (this is the argument for joining the devil, the Nazis, or the USSR in order to "reform it from within"!), and by

making false slurs: "They see conspiracies everywhere. I wouldn't be surprised if Nigel Farage soon tells us that the moon landing was a fake, that Barack

Obama is not American, that Elvis is not dead."  These fascist-type, lying racism and moon landing denialism slurs only "work" when you have Gestapo around to

silence any rational response. Anyone can see that the Deputy Prime Minister is abusing his power and exploiting racism for his own ends, just as 1930s "pacifists" cashed

in on war effects exaggerations to sell lies to Joe Public in the name of guaranteeing peace through disarmament in the face of the Nazi threat to the Jews and genuine

libertarians (unlike the Clegg type of pseudo-liberalism).  Slurs are the preferred technique of dictators, who don't have anything factual to say to defend their lies.
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The fantasy that Deputy Prime Minister Clegg believes is that the European Union is a guarantee of peace in our time, ignoring the fact that both World Wars were actually

caused by Germany's attempt to achieve European Integration in 1914 and 1939, and that:

(1) WWI and WII were due to our lack of a credible war-fighting proved nuclear deterrent in the years 1914 and 1939,

(2) the threat to peace was from the Kaiser in 1914 and Hitler in 1939, who were attempting to impose a dictatorial EU 

(3) Clegg and friends falsely and ignorantly assume that the two World Wars were somehow the fault of "racist" Britain for not joining Germany in the effort to unite Europe in

1914 and 1939, ignoring the immense suffering that all attempts at European Union have always caused, from the Roman Empire to Napoleon!

This topsy-turvy kind of history, used to defend the EUSSR as being somehow a force for peace (when in fact it is the opposite, i.e. triggering the Ukraine crisis by pushing

the EU right up to Putin's Western borders), is described as doublethink by Mr George Orwell and by Mr Joe Public:

A YouGov survey found 68 per cent thought Mr Farage had come out on top, with Mr Clegg backed by just 27 per cent.  An ICM poll for the Guardian showed

that 69 per cent gave it to Mr Farage, and 31 per cent the Deputy Prime Minister. That was a significantly wider margin than the Ukip leader won by last week, in

the first of two debates on Europe. Devastatingly for the Lib Dems, of people who voted for them in 2010, 55 per cent preferred Mr Farage, according to ICM.

WORLD WAR, NUCLEAR WAR AND IMMIGRATION

... Farage mounted a full-throated attack on EU foreign policy and a called for an end to British military intervention. He told the deputy prime

minister: "You were absolutely hellbent on getting involved militarily in the war in Syria, and I personally am delighted we didn't go to war in Syria,

and we're not going to get involved, I hope, in military conflict in theUkraine. The British people have had enough of endless foreign military

interventions." -Guardian.

In September 1938, the nearly 4 million Germans living near the German borders of Czechoslovakia provided Hitler with his excuse to invade, just as last month Putin used

the Russians in the Crimean region of the Ukraine as the excuse to invade.  Immigration can cause World War, nuclear war.  Immigration of British into Ireland had created

today's divided Ireland, after much terrorism.  The same could be said for all the Middle East tensions and wars between Sunni and Shia Moslem sects, where countries with

large immigrant populations had to be held together with the iron fists of dictators like Saddam, Gadaffi, Mubarak, and Assad, turning into brutal civil wars when secret police
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were disbanded.  Immigration issues also caused the fatal Serbian assassination of the Archduke Ferdinand in 1914 which provided the Kaiser with the excuse of pushing

Austria into declaring war on Serbia, so that Germany had a plausible-excuse for mobilization and war.  In 1923, Greece and Turkey swapped their Christian and Moslem

immigrants at great hardship to the relocated peoples, in order to make Greece Christian and Turkey Moslem, to defuse ethnic tensions.  The bottom line is: like a marriage,

there are limits of tolerance and trying to force people with totally different social customs to live together in a limited area and in a time of austerity is a fuse for conflict and

war.  If you're in an hopeless relationship, go and burn your bridges, or abuse may occur!  You can't live with fascists or reds under the beds if you're a genuine liberty loving

democrat.

Farage had been urged by his advisers to appear as an avuncular Ronald Reagan figure, but he became more apocalyptic near the end when he

warned that the EU would break up in a violent way if voters across the EU were not given a vote on whether to remain members.

He said: "I want the EU to end but I want it to end democratically. If it doesn't democratically, I am afraid it will end very unpleasantly. We are already,

in some countries, beginning to see the rise of worrying political extremism.

"If you take away from people their ability, through the ballot box, to change their futures because they have given away control of everything to

somebody else, then I'm afraid they tend to resort to unpleasant means." - Guardian newspaper.

When the chips go down economically, we're in a worse position now than at any time during the Cold War (we actually had nuclear superiority at the time of the Cuban

Missiles Crisis in 1962):

(1) this time Russia is rich from new oil and gas, so it can't be sunk economically like the USSR was by Reagan and Maggie's arms race, since UK and USA have really

massive, unprecedented national debts now,

(2) this time the failure of anti-nuclear proliferation treaties have created the Crimean crisis (due to the 1994 withdrawl of nuclear missiles from Ukraine in exchange for a

protection treaty of Ukraine's borders including Crimea, signed by UK and USA as well as Russia)

(3) nuclear weapons and ICBM range missiles have been tested successfully by North Korea, which is verging on a new Korean War, and the last Korean War in 1950-3 was

only stopped when president Eisenhower's administration threatened to ship atomic weapons to Korea and trained marines in nuclear combat at Nevada nuclear tests. Today

we are facing a nuclear North Korea, and probably a nuclear Iran, as well as hostile China due to the Japanese islands that are disputed by China and protected by USA

agreement, and a rich Russia backing butcher Assad in Syria, with Moscow protected by ABM and a massive red army

(4) in WWIII, an alliance of North Korea, Iran, Russia and China against the West (UK and USA, forgetting yellow France which capitulated in 1940 and only fought

underground resistance during WWII) will soon expend our nuclear stockpiles and then we will be invaded and literally outrun.

"... much of the apocalyptic nuclear rhetoric has been of a mythical nature. It claims to be against violence and nuclear warfare, while at the same time pushing the fear and

hysteria that it claims to be against." – Susan Miller

Left wingers are fear-mongering and promoting nuclear hysteria for their own ends. This coincides with nuclear deterrence, so the government largely keeps quiet and doesn't

oppose the nuclear hysteria. However, this lying fails: 

1. Hysteria over gas bombs in the 1930s caused British pacifism, which allowed Hitler to rearm without effective opposition (as Kahn says, Hitler's illegal rearmament could

and should have been stopped in 1935 or before). 

2. Allowing lies and exaggerations of weapons effects to go unopposed is not only a disproved war-avoiding strategy, it is anti-democratic. 

The pushers of fear and hysteria cater to popular prejudices today just as witchcraft was catered for by media pundits centuries ago.

These people ask rhetorical questions as sneers, then stop you replying. The objective of the rhetorical question is to "ridicule you" for daring to question orthodoxy and

dogma. You are then silenced from replying and pointing out the errors and false assumptions implicit in the question.   What happens as a result is that most of the

students come away learning to copy the bad habits of the poker-faced orthodoxy-prone teachers, a case of the students learning bad habits. "Do as I say, not as I do",

simply doesn't wash. We need teachers in schools who set a good example, not depressed bigots who set a poker-faced dictatorial example, like the old USSR's

apparatchik, Andrei "poker faced" Gromeyko!  They're all instruments or apparatchiks of the corrupted science of Marxist-dogma KGB. 

Who cares? That's what everybody said in September 1938 when Hitler just corrected his border with Czechoslovakia to incorporate 4 million Germans who were living in the

Sudentenland. Over the next year, however, Germany produced many more aircraft and bombs than Britain, then people began to care, too late. The problem with

appeasement is that it encourages aggression. Nobody cares about Ukraine, but they should damn well care about sending Putin a message which says "you can take over

the world because we're too yellow to stop you."

“Reliance on The Effects of Nuclear Weapons for valid conclusions has its shortcomings. For example, in the 1954 test series in the Pacific, I was on the deck of the YAG-39

which was on station at about twenty miles from the shot point of a detonation with a yield near ten megatons. The thermal flash did not produce the predicted second degree

burn on the back of my neck or indeed any discomfort at all.”

- Dr Carl F. Miller, Dialogue, Scientist and Citizen, vol. 8, combined issues 4-5 (February-March 1966), page 17.

That quotation is from the popular British civil defence book by the British mathematician and computer programmer Peter Laurie, "Beneath the City Streets" (several editions

from 1970-1983).

Laurie's book began in 1967, before the UK Civil Defence Corps was closed down by Labour in March 1968, when he was commissioned by the editor of The Sunday Time

magazine to write a long scientific article on nuclear weapons effects and civil defence effectiveness, to counter the CND propaganda film made by Peter Watkins for the

BBC, called "The War Game". Laurie used Dr Carl F. Miller's writings (Miller's research on nuclear weapons effects at Pacific and Nevada nuclear tests,

including measuring the initial radiation one mile from Plumbbob-Diablo in 1957, entailed repeated exposures to very high dose rates, above the damage

threshold for DNA repair enzymes, costing his life due to leukemia), together with British Home Office Scientific Advisory Branch civil defence research at

both British nuclear tests and in Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945, on the shadowing of the thermal and radiation effects by modern city skyscrapers, to prove

Hiroshima devastation is a thing of the past..

CND hit back with communist party member and CND committee member Phil Bolsover writing the official 1980 and 1982 (two completely revised versions) CND book, "Civil

Defence: The Cruellest Confidence Trick", which exaggerated nuclear effects and tried to ridicule civil defence, but ignoring the facts and hyping abused statistics and

quotations from ignorant personalities and liars. Then in 1983, left-wing Duncan Campbell wrote "War Plan UK: The Truth About Civil Defence in Britain" which was based on

Phil Bolsover's communist USSR lies for propaganda.

The problem is that "science" has always been and always will be abused and manipulated by politics!

posted by nige @ 6:43 am
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5 COMMENTS:

At 1:13 pm,  Anonymous said...

I like Nigel Farage’s response to the so-called "Blue Card" (interruption) question by propagandarist Goebbels (Robert Goebbels, Lux, ALDE “Liberal Alliance”) at the

European "Parliament" in Strasbourg on 6 July 2011:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoAtCs7wXHY#t=145

Goebbels, like his Nazi jackbooted namesake in World War II, gets a kick in the teeth!

Farage is full of sensible ideas for reforming dictatorships, but it cannot be done effectively from within, because you’re outnumbered by Nazis.

This is part of the reason why the efforts of some Jewish infiltrators in the Nazi Party in Germany failed in the 1930s. The cards are stacked against you! Only a good kicking

in the head can get a peaceful message through the thick skull of an arrogant, dictating Nazi like the EU president.

At 1:52 pm,  Anonymous said...

Nigel, I disagree with the view that Brussels in Belgium should be fought politically from inside the EU.

Remember another town from our long history: Waterloo, also in the terrible little country Belgium, where on 18 June 1815 the French "Republic" dictator Napoleon was

defeated by the great British Army under Wellington.

Those were the days. We should simply send in the British Army. Maybe then the Swedish pop group Abba will get back together to sing another song

("Brussels"), to commemorate the British Army's defeat of the Brussels European Union dictators, like their 1974 Eurovision winning song, Waterloo (which

was about the joy of defeating Napoleon).

At 2:01 pm,  nige said...

Anonymous:

What I want is a CELEBRATION IN BELGIUM OF THE DEFEAT OF NAPOLEON BY WELLINGTON, next year on 18 June 2015, when it will 200 years since the Battle of

Waterloo.

We should send into Belgium the ENTIRE British Army with tanks and guns, and overthrow the European Union dictators as part of the celebration. The Belgians should

know enough French to grasp the meaning of the term coup d'état. If only the British government had some spine.

Cheers,

Nige

At 3:04 pm,  Anonymous said...

The risks from sea invasions by ships are still subject to weather conditions. Winston Churchill in 1940 was still reliably drawing parallels to the time of Napoleon over a

century earlier. See Winston Churchill’s speech to the House of Commons on 4 June 1940:

“In the days of Napoleon, of which I was speaking just now, the same wind which would have carried his transports across the Channel might have driven away the blockading

fleet. There was always the chance, and it is that chance which has excited and befooled the imaginations of many Continental tyrants. Many are the tales that are told. We

are assured that novel methods will be adopted, and when we see the originality of malice, the ingenuity of aggression, which our enemy displays, we may certainly prepare

ourselves for every kind of novel stratagem and every kind of brutal and treacherous manœuvre. I think that no idea is so outlandish that it should not be considered and

viewed with a searching, but at the same time, I hope, with a steady eye. ...

“Even though large tracts of Europe and many old and famous States have fallen or may fall into the grip of the Gestapo and all the odious apparatus of Nazi rule, we shall not

flag or fail. We shall go on to the end. We shall fight in France, we shall fight on the seas and oceans, we shall fight with growing confidence and growing strength in the air,

we shall defend our island, whatever the cost may be. We shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight in the fields and in the streets, we

shall fight in the hills; we shall never surrender, and if, which I do not for a moment believe, this island or a large part of it were subjugated and starving, then our Empire

beyond the seas, armed and guarded by the British Fleet, would carry on the struggle, until, in God's good time, the New World, with all its power and might, steps forth to

the rescue and the liberation of the old.”

At 2:09 pm,  nige said...

European Union "Parliament" President Martin Schulz's racist abuses are even recorded in Wikipedia:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Schulz

"On July 2, 2003, one day after taking over the rotating presidency of the EU Council of Ministers, Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi of Italy was heavily

criticised by MEP Martin Schulz because of Berlusconi's domestic policy. Berlusconi replied:

"Signor Schulz, so che in Italia c'è un produttore che sta montando un film sui campi di concentramento nazisti: la suggerirò per il ruolo di kapò. Lei è

perfetto!“

In English: "Mister Schulz, I know of a movie-producer in Italy who is making a film about Nazi concentration-camps. I will recommend you for the part of a

Kapo (concentration-camp inmate appointed as supervisor). You are perfect!"

On 24 November 2010 the British MEP Godfrey Bloom caused a row in the European Parliament when he interrupted a speech by Martin Schulz, heckling him

with the Nazi propaganda slogan ‘Ein Volk, ein Reich, ein Führer’ (‘one people, one empire, one leader’) and accusing him of being an ‘undemocratic

fascist’. Bloom later stated that he was referring to the fact that the indoctrination of the German people under the Nazi regime has long-lasting effects; "some

Germans still find it difficult to accept diversity in Europe and differences of opinion". In the debate on the future of the Euro Stability Pact Schulz had

criticised the role played by the United Kingdom, which was involved in the discussions despite not being a member of the eurozone, and said that some

eurosceptics would take pleasure in the collapse of the European Union. Following the incident, the President of Parliament, Jerzy Buzek, excluded Bloom

from the Chamber.[4] The Dutch MEP Barry Madlener, from the right-wing populist Partij voor de Vrijheid (PVV - Freedom Party), then protested against that

decision, on the grounds that Schulz himself had recently described the PVV MEP Daniël van der Stoep as a fascist, but had not been excluded from the

Chamber.[5]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoAtCs7wXHY#t=145
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FsVeMz1F5c
http://www.blogger.com/profile/03402194253543690982
http://www.blogger.com/profile/03402194253543690982
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See also: http://www.politics.hu/20130518/demands-for-apology-from-european-parliament-president-schulz-over-charges-of-anti-semitism-in-hungary/

May 18th, 2013

Demands for apology from European Parliament President Schulz over charges of anti-Semitism in Hungary

BY MTI

The Hungarian foreign ministry as well as Fidesz members of the European Parliament (EP) on Friday demanded an apology from Martin Schulz, the EP

president, for saying in an interview to a Belgian newspaper that “Hungary wants to count the Jews”.

The Fidesz EP group categorically rejects “the assertion which is gravely hurtful to the dignity of the whole Hungarian nation and every Hungarian citizen.”

They said in a statement that Schulz’s statement was both “unprecedented and unacceptable”. 

Also:

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2014/02/14/martin-schulz-european_n_4787089.html

Martin Schulz, European Parliament President, Angers Israelis With West Bank Comments

The Huffington Post UK | Posted: 14/02/2014 11:46 GMT | Updated: 18/02/2014 20:59 GMT

Israeli MPs have walked out of a speech by the chief of the European Parliament after he raised the plight of Palestinians in the West Bank.

Martin Schulz's German address to the Knesset, the Israeli Parliament, was branded "duplicitous propaganda" by one furious politician.

[Martin Schulz's national socialism politics in Germany is similar to Hitler's National Socialist party in the 1930s, when it "tried to stop future wars" by enslaving the whole

world under the Third Reich.]

Post a Comment

<< Home

Civil defense countermeasures,

to be taken seriously by the

population, require the

publication of solid facts with

the scientific evidence to

support those facts against

political propaganda to the

contrary. Secrecy over the

effects of nuclear weapons tests

does not hinder plutonium and

missile production by rogue

states, but it does hinder civil

defense countermeasures, by

permitting lying political

propaganda to go unopposed.

Terrorists successfully prey on

the vulnerable. 

spreading of lies concerning

threats and the alleged

‘impossibility’ of all

countermeasures, terrorizing

the population in order to

‘justify’ supposedly pro-peace

disarmament policies in the

1920s-1930s, resulted in the

secret rearmament of fascist

states which were terrorizing

the Jews and others,

eventually leading to World

War II.

Lying exaggerations today

about nuclear weapons effects:

(1) encourage terrorist states

and other groups to secretly

invest in such weapons to use

either for political intimidation

or for future use against

countries which have no

countermeasures, and

(2) falsely dismiss, in the eyes

of the media and the public,

cheap relatively effective

countermeasures like civil

defense and ABM.

Therefore, doom-mongering

media lies make us vulnerable

to the proliferation threat

in two ways, just as they led to

both world wars:

 

http://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=24924615&postID=706239541842683462
http://glasstone.blogspot.co.uk/
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2009/11/groupthink-and-proliferation-why.html
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(1) Exaggerations of offensive

technology and a down-playing

of simple countermeasures

such as trenches, encouraged

belligerent states to start World

War I in the false belief that

modern technology implied

overwhelming firepower which

would terminate the war

quickly on the basis of

offensive preparedness: if the

facts about simple trench

countermeasures against

shelling and machine guns

during the American Civil War

had been properly understood,

it would have been recognised

by Germany that a long war

based on munitions production

and logistics would be

necessary, and war would

have been seen to be likely to

lead to German defeat against

countries with larger overseas

allies and colonies that could

supply munitions and the other

resources required to win a

long war.

(2) Exaggerations of aerial

bombardment technology after

World War I led to

disarmament ‘supported by’

false claims that it was

impossible to have any defense

against a perceived threat of

instant annihilation from

thousands of aircraft carrying

gas and incendiary bombs,

encouraging fascists to secretly

rearm in order to successfully

take advantage of the fear and

vulnerability caused by this

lying political disarmament

propaganda.

Historically, it has been proved

that having weapons is not

enough to guarantee a

reasonable measure of safety

from terrorism and rogue

states; countermeasures are

also needed, both to make any

deterrent credible and to

negate or at least mitigate the

effects of a terrorist attack.

Some people who wear

seatbelts die in car crashes;

some people who are taken to

hospital in ambulances, even

in peace-time, die. 

lifebelts and lifeboats cannot

save lives at sea. 

100% success rate in saving

lives doesn't disprove the value

of everyday precautions or of

hospitals and medicine.

Hospitals don't lull motorists

into a false sense of security,

causing them to drive faster

and cause more accidents.

Like-minded ‘arguments’

against ABM and civil defense

are similarly vacuous.

‘As long as the threat from Iran

persists, we will go forward with a

missile system that is cost-

effective and proven. If the Iranian

threat is eliminated, we will have a

stronger basis for security, and

the driving force for missile-

defense construction in Europe

will be removed.’

- President Obama, Prague

Castle, Czech Republic, 4 April

http://www.america.gov/st/peacesec-english/2009/April/20090405150637DMslahrelleK0.8071558.html
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2009/11/groupthink-and-proliferation-why.html
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2009.

Before 9/11, Caspar

Weinberger was quizzed by

skeptical critics on the BBC

News program 

Friday, May 4, 2001: Caspar

Weinberger quizzed on new US

Star Wars ABM plans:

‘The [ABM] treaty was in 1972 ...

The theory ... supporting the ABM

treaty [which prohibits ABM, thus

making nations vulnerable to

terrorism] ... that it will prevent an

arms race ... is perfect nonsense

because we have had an arms

race all the time we have had the

ABM treaty, and we have seen the

greatest increase in proliferation of

nuclear weapons that we have ever

had. ... So the ABM treaty

preventing an arms race is total

nonsense. ...

‘You have to understand that

without any defences whatever

you are very vulnerable. 

saying we don't like chemical

warfare - we don't like gas

attacks - so we are going to

give up and promise not to

have any defences ever

against them and that of course

would mean then we are

perfectly safe. ...

‘The Patriot was not a failure in the

Gulf War - the Patriot was one of

the things which defeated the

Scud and in effect helped us win

the Gulf War. One or two of the

shots went astray but that is true

of every weapon system that has

ever been invented. ...

‘The fact that a missile defence

system wouldn't necessarily

block a suitcase bomb is

certainly not an argument for

not proceeding with a missile

defence when a missile that

hits can wipe out hundreds of

thousands of lives in a second

...

‘The curious thing about it is

that missile defence is not an

offensive weapon system -

missile defence cannot kill

anybody. Missile defence can

help preserve and protect your

people and our allies, and the

idea that you are somehow

endangering people by having

a defence strikes me almost as

absurd as saying you endanger

people by having a gas mask

in a gas attack.

‘President Bush said that we were

going ahead with the defensive

system but we would make sure

that nobody felt we had offensive

intentions because we would

accompany it by a unilateral

reduction of our nuclear arsenal. It

seems to me to be a rather clear

statement that proceeding with the

missile defence system would

mean fewer arms of this kind.

‘You have had your arms race all

the time that the ABM treaty was

in effect and now you have an

enormous accumulation and

increase of nuclear weapons and

that was your arms race promoted

by the ABM treaty. Now if you

http://www.america.gov/st/peacesec-english/2009/April/20090405150637DMslahrelleK0.8071558.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/talking_point/forum/1310678.stm
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/08/nuclear-weapons-1st-edition-1956-by.html
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2009/02/how-emp-turned-off-1-3-of-streetlamps.html
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/08/nuclear-weapons-1st-edition-1956-by.html
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abolish the ABM treaty you are

not going to get another arms race

- you have got the arms already

there - and if you accompany the

missile defence construction with

the unilateral reduction of our own

nuclear arsenal then it seems to

me you are finally getting some

kind of inducement to reduce

these weapons.’

Before the ABM system is in

place, and afterwards if ABM fails

to be 100% effective in an attack ,

or is bypassed by terrorists using

a bomb in a suitcase or in a ship,

civil defense is required and can

be effective at saving lives:

‘Paradoxically, the more damaging

the effect, that is the farther out its

lethality stretches, the more can

be done about it, because in the

last fall of its power it covers vast

areas, where small mitigations will

save very large numbers of

people.’

- Peter Laurie, 

Streets: A Private Inquiry into

the Nuclear Preoccupations of

Government, Penguin, 1974.

‘The purpose of a book is to save

people [the] time and effort of

digging things out for themselves.

... we have tried to leave the

reader with something tangible –

what a certain number of calories,

roentgens, etc., means in terms of

an effect on the human being. ...

we must think of the people we

are writing for.’

– Dr Samuel Glasstone

letter dated 1 February 1957 to

Colonel Dent L. Lay, Chief,

Weapons Effects Division, U.S.

Armed Forces Special

Weapons Project, Washington,

D.C., pages 2 and 4,

concerning the preparation of

The Effects of Nuclear Weapons

Glasstone and Dolan stated in

The Effects of Nuclear Weapons

(1977), Table 12.17 on page

546, that the median distance

in Hiroshima for survival after

20 days was 0.12 miles for

people in concrete buildings

and 1.3 miles for people

standing outdoors. 

the median distances for

survival in modern city

buildings and in the open

differed by a factor of 11 for

Hiroshima; the difference in

areas was thus a factor of 11

or about 120. 

cover in modern city buildings

reduces the casualty rates and

the risks of being killed by a

factor of 120 for Hiroshima

conditions, contrary to popular

media presented political

propaganda that civil defence is

hopeless. This would reduce

120,000 casualties to 1,000

casualties.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beneath_the_City_Streets
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/03/samuel-glasstone-and-philip-j-dolan.html
https://www.osti.gov/opennet/servlets/purl/16004747-LaR08h/16004747.pdf
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_8adFNycaanI/Sl7iV-vwOiI/AAAAAAAABBk/tOPzshqNJJc/s1600-h/thermal+protection+in+Hiroshima.JPG
http://www.princeton.edu/sgs/publications/articles/effects/effects-12.pdf
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From Dr Glasstone's 

Nuclear Weapons

page 631): ‘At distances

between 0.3 and 0.4 mile from

ground zero in Hiroshima the

average survival rate, for at

least 20 days after the nuclear

explosion, was less than 20

percent. Yet in two reinforced

concrete office buildings, at

these distances, almost 90

percent of the nearly 800

occupants survived more than

20 days, although some died

later of radiation injury.

Furthermore, of approximately

3,000 school students who were

in the open and unshielded

within a mile of ground zero at

Hiroshima, about 90 percent

were dead or missing after the

explosion. But of nearly 5,000

students in the same zone who

were shielded in one way or

another, only 26 percent were

fatalities. ... survival in

Hiroshima was possible in

buildings at such distances that

the overpressure in the open

was 15 to 20 pounds per square

inch. ... it is evident ... that the

area over which protection

could be effective in saving

lives is roughly eight to ten

times as great as that in which

the chances of survival are

small.’

Lord Mayhew, House of Lords

debate on Civil Defence

(General Local Authority

Functions) Regulations,

Hansard, vol. 444, cc. 523-49, 1

November 1983: ‘... if there had

been effective civil defence at

Hiroshima probably thousands

of lives would have been saved

and much human suffering

would have been avoided.

There is no question about it.

...’

Since the 1977 update by

Glasstone and Dolan, extensive

new updates to EM-1 for a

further revised edition

Effects of Nuclear Weapons

not actually been published with

unlimited public distribution, due

to President Carter’s 1979

executive order which transferred

responsibility for civil defense from

the jurisdiction of the U.S.

Department of Defense’s Defense

Civil Preparedness Agency to the

new agency (which is not an

Agency of the U.S. Department of

Defense, and is not concerned

with the analysis of nuclear

weapons test effects data), the

Federal Emergency Management

Agency. However, the 

1997 U.S. Department of

Defense’s Defense Special

Weapons Agency 0602715H

RDT&E Budget Item

Justification Sheet (R-2 Exhibit)

states that a revision of

Glasstone and Dolan’s

unclassified Effects of Nuclear

Weapons was budgeted for

1997-9:

“FY 1997 Plans: ... Provide text

to update Glasstone's book,

The Effects of Nuclear Weapons,

the standard reference for

http://nige.wordpress.com/files/2009/12/enw64b.pdf
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1983/nov/01/civil-defence-general-local-authority#S5LV0444P0_19831101_HOL_246
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/03/samuel-glasstone-and-philip-j-dolan.html
http://www.fas.org/spp/military/budget/peds_98d/0602715h.htm
http://www.fas.org/spp/military/budget/peds_98d/0602715h.htm
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nuclear weapons effects. ...

Update the unclassified

textbook entitled, 

Nuclear Weapons.

revision of Glasstone's book,

The Effects of Nuclear Weapons,

the standard reference for

nuclear weapons effects. 

FY1999 Plans ... Disseminate

updated The Effects of Nuclear

Weapons.”

The new publications are either

classified or unclassified with

limited distribution restrictions

(e.g., Bridgman’s 

to the Physics of Nuclear

Weapons Effects,

includes several chapters on

nuclear weapons design to

enable initial radiation outputs

to be calculated precisely

which prevents up-to-date basic

nuclear effects information to

justify civil defense against the

latest nuclear threats from being

widely disseminated; the books

are printed for use only by

government agencies. 

problem with this approach is that

widespread public understanding

of the best information for civil

defense countermeasures is

prevented.

‘The evidence from Hiroshima

indicates that blast survivors, both

injured and uninjured, in buildings

later consumed by fire [caused by

the blast overturning charcoal

braziers used for breakfast in

inflammable wooden houses filled

with easily ignitable bamboo

furnishings and paper screens]

were generally able to move to

safe areas following the explosion.

Of 130 major buildings studied by

the U.S. Strategic Bombing

Survey ... 107 were ultimately

burned out ... Of those suffering

fire, about 20 percent were burning

after the first half hour. 

remainder were consumed by fire

spread, some as late as 15 hours

after the blast. 

unlike the one our computer-based

fire spread model described for

Detroit.’

- Defense Civil Preparedness

Agency, U.S. Department of

Defense, DCPA Attack

Environment Manual, Chapter 3:

What the Planner Needs to Know

About Fire Ignition and Spread,

report CPG 2-1A3, June 1973,

Panel 27.

‘It is true that the Soviets have

tested nuclear weapons of a

yield higher than that which

we thought necessary, but the

100-megaton bomb of which

they spoke two years ago does

not and will not change the

http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2008/11/deja-vu-review-of-dr-bridgmans.html
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_8adFNycaanI/Sl7e-Yec4WI/AAAAAAAABBc/PWF9aFfA8No/s1600-h/Glasstone+1962.JPG
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/03/samuel-glasstone-and-philip-j-dolan.html
http://www.fas.org/spp/military/budget/peds_98d/0602715h.htm
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balance of strategic power.

The United States has chosen,

deliberately, to concentrate on

more mobile and more

efficient weapons, with lower

but entirely sufficient yield ...’ -

President John F. Kennedy in

his television broadcast to the

American public, 26 July 1963.

‘During World War II many large

cities in England, Germany, and

Japan were subjected to terrific

attacks by high-explosive and

incendiary bombs. Yet, when

proper steps had been taken for

the protection of the civilian

population and for the restoration

of services after the bombing,

there was little, if any, evidence of

panic. It is the purpose of this

book to state the facts concerning

the atomic bomb, and to make an

objective, scientific analysis of

these facts. It is hoped that as a

result, although it may not be

feasible completely to allay fear, it

will at least be possible to avoid

panic.’

– Dr George Gamow (the big

bang cosmologist)

Glasstone, DSc (Executive Editor

of the book), and 

Joseph O. Hirschfelder

Effects of Atomic Weapons,

Chapter 1, p. 1, Paragraph 1.3,

U.S. Department of Defense,

September 1950.

‘The consequences of a

multiweapon nuclear attack would

certainly be grave ... Nevertheless,

recovery should be possible if

plans exist and are carried out to

restore social order and to

mitigate the economic disruption.’

- Philip J. Dolan

Nuclear Weapons Employment

FM 101-31 (1963), 

Nuclear Weapons

(1972), and The Effects of Nuclear

Weapons (1977), Stanford

Research Institute, Appendix A of

the U.S. National Council on

Radiological protection (NCRP)

symposium The Control of

Exposure to the Public of

Ionising Radiation in the Event

of Accident or Attack,

‘Suppose the bomb dropped on

Hiroshima had been 1,000 times

as powerful ... It could not have

killed 1,000 times as many

people, but at most the entire

population of Hiroshima ...

[regarding the hype about various

nuclear "overkill" exaggerations]

there is enough water in the

oceans to drown everyone ten

times.’

- Professor Brian Martin, PhD

(physics), 'The global health

effects of nuclear war', 

Affairs Bulletin,

December 1982, pp. 14-26.

In 1996, half a century after the

nuclear detonations, data on

cancers from the Hiroshima and

Nagasaki survivors was published

by D. A. Pierce et al. of the

Radiation Effects Research

Foundation, RERF (

Research vol. 146 pp. 1-27;

Science vol. 272, pp. 632-3) for

http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/03/samuel-glasstone-and-philip-j-dolan.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Gamow
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/03/samuel-glasstone-and-philip-j-dolan.html
http://www.nap.edu/html/biomems/jhirschfelder.pdf
http://nige.wordpress.com/files/2009/11/eaw.pdf
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/03/samuel-glasstone-and-philip-j-dolan.html
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2007/03/control-of-exposure-of-public-to.html
http://www.uow.edu.au/arts/sts/bmartin/pubs/82cab/
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86,572 survivors, of whom 60%

had received bomb doses of over 5

mSv (or 500 millirem in old units)

suffering 4,741 cancers of which

only 420 were due to radiation,

consisting of 85 leukemias and

335 solid cancers.

‘Today we have a population of

2,383 [radium dial painter] cases

for whom we have reliable body

content measurements. . . . All 64

bone sarcoma [cancer] cases

occurred in the 264 cases with

more than 10 Gy [1,000 rads],

while no sarcomas appeared in

the 2,119 radium cases with less

than 10 Gy.’

- Dr Robert Rowland, Director

of the Center for Human

Radiobiology, 

Humans Induced by Radium: A

Threshold Response?,

Proceedings of the 27th Annual

Meeting, European Society for

Radiation Biology,

Radioprotection colloquies,

Vol. 32CI (1997), pp. 331-8.

Zbigniew Jaworowski,

'Radiation Risk and Ethics:

Health Hazards, Prevention

Costs, and Radiophobia',

Physics Today,

89-90:

‘... it is important to note that,

given the effects of a few seconds

of irradiation at Hiroshima and

Nagasaki in 1945, a threshold

near 200 mSv may be expected

for leukemia and some solid

tumors. [Sources: UNSCEAR,

Sources and Effects of Ionizing

Radiation, New York, 1994; W. F.

Heidenreich, et al., 

Environ. Biophys.,

p. 205; and B. L. Cohen, 

Res., vol. 149 (1998), p. 525.] 

a protracted lifetime natural

exposure, a threshold may be set

at a level of several thousand

millisieverts for malignancies, of

10 grays for radium-226 in bones,

and probably about 1.5-2.0 Gy for

lung cancer after x-ray and

gamma irradiation. 

Jaikrishan, et al., 

Research, vol. 152 (1999), p. S149

(for natural exposure); R. D.

Evans, Health Physics,

(1974), p. 497 (for radium-226); H.

H. Rossi and M. Zaider, 

Environ. Biophys.,

p. 85 (for radiogenic lung cancer).]

The hormetic effects, such as a

decreased cancer incidence at low

doses and increased longevity,

may be used as a guide for

estimating practical thresholds

and for setting standards. ...

‘Though about a hundred of the

million daily spontaneous DNA

damages per cell remain

unrepaired or misrepaired,

apoptosis, differentiation,

necrosis, cell cycle regulation,

intercellular interactions, and the

immune system remove about

99% of the altered cells. 

R. D. Stewart, 

Research, vol. 152 (1999), p. 101.]

...

‘[Due to the Chernobyl nuclear

accident in 1986] as of 1998

http://www.21stcenturysciencetech.com/articles/nuclear.html
http://ptonline.aip.org/getpdf/servlet/GetPDFServlet?filetype=pdf&id=PHTOAD000053000004000011000001&idtype=cvips
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(according to UNSCEAR), a total

of 1,791 thyroid cancers in

children had been registered.

About 93% of the youngsters have

a prospect of full recovery.

[Source: C. R. Moir and R. L.

Telander, Seminars in Pediatric

Surgery, vol. 3 (1994), p. 182.] 

The highest average thyroid doses

in children (177 mGy) were

accumulated in the Gomel region

of Belarus. The highest incidence

of thyroid cancer (17.9 cases per

100,000 children) occurred there in

1995, which means that the rate

had increased by a factor of about

25 since 1987.

‘This rate increase was probably a

result of improved screening [not

radiation!]. Even then, the

incidence rate for occult thyroid

cancers was still a thousand

times lower than it was for occult

thyroid cancers in nonexposed

populations (in the US, for

example, the rate is 13,000 per

100,000 persons, and in Finland it

is 35,600 per 100,000 persons).

Thus, given the prospect of

improved diagnostics, there is an

enormous potential for detecting

yet more [fictitious] "excess"

thyroid cancers. 

US that was performed during the

period of active screening in 1974-

79, it was determined that the

incidence rate of malignant and

other thyroid nodules was greater

by 21-fold than it had been in the

pre-1974 period. 

Jaworowski, 21st Century Science

and Technology,

issue 1, p. 14.]’

W. L. Chen, Y. C. Luan, M. C.

Shieh, S. T. Chen, H. T. Kung,

K. L. Soong, Y. C. Yeh, T. S.

Chou, S. H. Mong, J. T. Wu, C.

P. Sun, W. P. Deng, M. F. Wu,

and M. L. Shen, ‘Is Chronic

Radiation an Effective

Prophylaxis Against Cancer?’,

published in the 

American Physicians and

Surgeons, Vol. 9, No. 1, Spring

2004, page 6, available in PDF

format here:

‘An extraordinary incident

occurred 20 years ago in Taiwan.

Recycled steel, accidentally

contaminated with cobalt-60 ([low

dose rate, gamma radiation

emitter] half-life: 5.3 y), was

formed into construction steel for

more than 180 buildings, which

10,000 persons occupied for 9 to

20 years. They unknowingly

received radiation doses that

averaged 0.4 Sv, a collective dose

of 4,000 person-Sv. Based on the

observed seven cancer deaths, the

cancer mortality rate for this

population was assessed to be

3.5 per 100,000 person-years.

Three children were born with

congenital heart malformations,

indicating a prevalence rate of 1.5

cases per 1,000 children under

age 19.

‘The average spontaneous cancer

death rate in the general

population of Taiwan over these 20

years is 116 persons per 100,000

person-years. Based upon partial

official statistics and hospital

http://www.jpands.org/vol9no1/chen.pdf
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experience, the prevalence rate of

congenital malformation is 23

cases per 1,000 children.

Assuming the age and income

distributions of these persons are

the same as for the general

population, it appears that

significant beneficial health effects

may be associated with this

chronic radiation exposure. ...’

‘Professor Edward Lewis

data from four independent

populations exposed to radiation

to demonstrate that the incidence

of leukemia was linearly related to

the accumulated dose of radiation.

... Outspoken scientists, including

Linus Pauling, used 

estimate to inform the public about

the danger of nuclear fallout by

estimating the number of leukemia

deaths that would be caused by

the test detonations. In May of

1957 Lewis’s analysis of the

radiation-induced human leukemia

data was published as a lead

article in Science magazine. In

June he presented it before the

Joint Committee on Atomic

Energy of the US Congress.’ –

Abstract of thesis by Jennifer

Caron, Edward Lewis

Radioactive Fallout: the Impact of

Caltech Biologists Over Nuclear

Weapons Testing in the 1950s

and 60s, Caltech, January 2003.

Dr John F. Loutit of the Medical

Research Council, Harwell,

England, in 1962 wrote a book

called Irradiation of Mice and Men

(University of Chicago Press,

Chicago and London), discrediting

the pseudo-science from

geneticist Edward Lewis

pages 61, and 78-79:

‘... Mole [R. H. Mole, 

Radiol., v32, p497, 1959] gave

different groups of mice an

integrated total of 1,000 r of X-rays

over a period of 4 weeks. But the

dose-rate - and therefore the

radiation-free time between

fractions - was varied from 81

r/hour intermittently to 1.3 r/hour

continuously. The incidence of

leukemia varied from 40 per cent

(within 15 months of the start of

irradiation) in the first group to 5

per cent in the last compared with

2 per cent incidence in irradiated

controls. …

‘What Lewis did, and which I have

not copied, was to include in his

table another group - spontaneous

incidence of leukemia (Brooklyn,

N.Y.) - who are taken to have

received only natural background

radiation throughout life at the very

low dose-rate of 0.1-0.2 rad per

year: the best estimate is listed

as 2 x 10-6 like the others in the

table. But the value of 2 x 10

was not calculated from the data

as for the other groups; it was

merely adopted. By its adoption

and multiplication with the average

age in years of Brooklyners - 33.7

years and radiation dose per year

of 0.1-0.2 rad - a mortality rate of 7

to 13 cases per million per year

due to background radiation was

deduced, or some 10-20 per cent

of the observed rate of 65 cases

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/125/3255/965
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/125/3255/965
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/125/3255/965
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/125/3255/965
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/125/3255/965
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per million per year. ...

‘All these points are very much

against the basic hypothesis of

Lewis of a linear relation of dose

to leukemic effect irrespective of

time. Unhappily it is not possible

to claim for Lewis

others have done, “It is now

possible to calculate - within

narrow limits - how many deaths

from leukemia will result in any

population from an increase in fall-

out or other source of radiation”

[Leading article in 

125, p. 963, 1957]. This is just

wishful journalese.

‘The burning questions to me are

not what are the numbers of

leukemia to be expected from

atom bombs or radiotherapy, but

what is to be expected from

natural background ....

Furthermore, to obtain estimates

of these, I believe it is wrong to go

to [1950s inaccurate, dose rate

effect ignoring, data from] atom

bombs, where the radiations are

qualitatively different [i.e.,

including effects from neutrons]

and, more important, the dose-rate

outstandingly different.’

Samuel Glasstone and Philip J.

Dolan, The Effects of Nuclear

Weapons, 3rd ed., 1977, pp.

611-3:

‘From the earlier studies of

radiation-induced mutations, made

with fruitflies [by 

Hermann J. Muller and other

geneticists who worked on plants,

who falsely hyped their insect and

plant data as valid for mammals

like humans during the June 1957

U.S. Congressional Hearings on

fallout effects], it appeared that the

number (or frequency) of

mutations in a given population ...

is proportional to the total dose ...

More recent experiments with

mice, however, have shown that

these conclusions need to be

revised, at least for mammals.

[Mammals are biologically

closer to humans, in respect to

DNA repair mechanisms,

short-lived insects whose life

cycles are too small to have

forced the evolutionary

development of advanced DNA

repair mechanisms, unlike

mammals that need to survive for

decades before reproducing

When exposed to X-rays or

gamma rays, the mutation

frequency in these animals has

been found to be dependent on the

exposure (or dose) rate ...

‘At an exposure rate of 0.009

roentgen per minute [0.54

R/hour], the total mutation

frequency in female mice is

indistinguishable from the

spontaneous frequency.

[Emphasis added.] 

seems to be an exposure-rate

threshold below which

radiation-induced mutations

are absent ... 

mice ... a delay of at least seven

weeks between exposure to a

substantial dose of radiation,

either neutrons or gamma rays,

and conception causes the

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/125/3255/965
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/125/3255/965
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2009/10/secrecy-propaganda-factual-evidence.html
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2009/04/radiation-effects-research-foundation.html
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2009/04/radiation-effects-research-foundation.html
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mutation frequency in the offspring

to drop almost to zero. ...

recovery in the female members

of the population would bring about

a substantial reduction in the 'load'

of mutations in subsequent

generations.’

George Bernard Shaw cynically

explains groupthink brainwashing

bias:

‘We cannot help it because we are

so constituted that we always

believe finally what we wish to

believe. The moment we want to

believe something, we suddenly

see all the arguments for it and

become blind to the arguments

against it. The moment we want to

disbelieve anything we have

previously believed, we suddenly

discover not only that there is a

mass of evidence against, but that

this evidence was staring us in the

face all the time.’

From the essay titled ‘What is

Science?’ by Professor Richard P.

Feynman, presented at the

fifteenth annual meeting of the

National Science Teachers

Association, 1966 in New York

City, and published in 

Physics Teacher,

1968, pp. 313-20:

‘... great religions are dissipated

by following form without

remembering the direct content of

the teaching of the great leaders.

In the same way, it is possible to

follow form and call it science, but

that is pseudo-science. In this

way, we all suffer from the kind of

tyranny we have today in the

many institutions that have come

under the influence of

pseudoscientific advisers.

‘We have many studies in

teaching, for example, in which

people make observations, make

lists, do statistics, and so on, but

these do not thereby become

established science, established

knowledge. They are merely an

imitative form of science

analogous to the South Sea

Islanders’ airfields - radio towers,

etc., made out of wood. The

islanders expect a great airplane

to arrive. They even build wooden

airplanes of the same shape as

they see in the foreigners' airfields

around them, but strangely

enough, their wood planes do not

fly. The result of this

pseudoscientific imitation is to

produce experts, which many of

you are. ... you teachers, who are

really teaching children at the

bottom of the heap, can maybe

doubt the experts. As a matter of

fact, I can also define science

another way: Science is the belief

in the ignorance of experts.’

Richard P. Feynman, ‘This

Unscientific Age’, in 

of It All, Penguin Books, London,

1998, pages 106-9:

‘Now, I say if a man is absolutely

honest and wants to protect the

populace from the effects of

radioactivity, which is what our

scientific friends often say they

are trying to do, then he should

http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2009/04/radiation-effects-research-foundation.html
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work on the biggest number, not

on the smallest number, and he

should try to point out that the

[natural cosmic] radioactivity

which is absorbed by living in the

city of Denver is so much more

serious [than the smaller doses

from fallout pollution] ... that all the

people of Denver ought to move to

lower altitudes.'

Feynman is not

about low level radiation effects,

but about the politics of ignoring

the massive natural background

radiation dose, while provoking

hysteria over much smaller

measured fallout pollution radiation

doses. Why is the anti-nuclear

lobby so concerned about banning

nuclear energy - which is not

possible even in principle since

most of our nuclear radiation is

from the sun and from supernova

debris contaminating the Earth

from the explosion that created

the solar system circa 4,540

million years ago - when they

could cause much bigger radiation

dose reductions to the population

by concentrating on the bigger

radiation source, natural

background radiation. 

possible to shield natural

background radiation by the air,

e.g. by moving the population of

high altitude cities to lower

altitudes where there is more air

between the people and outer

space, or banning the use of high-

altitude jet aircraft. 

nuclear lobby, as Feynman stated

back in the 1960s, didn't crusade

to reduce the bigger dose from

background radiation. 

chose to argue against the 

smaller doses from fallout

pollution. Feynman's argument is

still today falsely interpreted as a

political statement, when it is

actually exposing pseudo-science

and countering political

propaganda. It is still ignored by

the media. It has been pointed out

by Senator Hickenlooper on page

1060 of the May-June 1957 U.S.

Congressional Hearings before the

Special Subcommittee on

Radiation of the Joint Committee

on Atomic Energy, 

Radioactive Fallout and Its Effects

on Man:

‘I presume all of us would

earnestly hope that we never had

to test atomic weapons ... but by

the same token I presume that we

want to save thousands of lives in

this country every year and we

could just abolish the manufacture

of [road accident causing]

automobiles ...’

Dihydrogen monoxide is a

potentially very dangerous

chemical containing hydrogen and

oxygen which has caused

numerous severe burns by

scalding and deaths by drowning,

contributes to the greenhouse

effect, accelerates corrosion and

rusting of many metals, and

contributes to the erosion of our

natural landscape: 'Dihydrogen

monoxide (DHMO) is colorless,

odorless, tasteless, and kills

uncounted thousands of people
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every year. Most of these deaths

are caused by accidental

inhalation of DHMO, but the

dangers of dihydrogen monoxide

do not end there. Prolonged

exposure to its solid form causes

severe tissue damage. Symptoms

of DHMO ingestion can include

excessive sweating and urination,

and possibly a bloated feeling,

nausea, vomiting and body

electrolyte imbalance. For those

who have become dependent,

DHMO withdrawal means certain

death.'

From the site for the petition

against dihydrogen monoxide:

‘Please sign this petition and

help stop This Invisible Killer.

Get the government to do

something now. ...

Contamination Is Reaching

Epidemic Proportions!

Quantities of dihydrogen

monoxide have been found in

almost every stream, lake, and

reservoir in America today. But

the pollution is global, and the

contaminant has even been

found in Antarctic ice. DHMO

has caused millions of dollars

of property damage in the

Midwest, and recently

California.’

A recent example of the

pseudoscientific radiation

'education' masquerading as

science that Feynman (quoted

above) objected to in the 1960s

was published in 2009 in an

article called 'The proportion of

childhood leukaemia incidence

in Great Britain that may be

caused by natural background

ionizing radiation' in 

vol. 23 (2009), pp. 770–776,

which falsely asserts - in

contradiction to the evidence

that the no-threshold model is

contrary to Hiroshima and

Nagasaki data: 'Risk models

based primarily on studies of

the Japanese atomic bomb

survivors imply that low-level

exposure to ionizing radiation,

including ubiquitous natural

background radiation, also

raises the risk of childhood

leukaemia. Using two sets of

recently published leukaemia

risk models and estimates of

natural background radiation

red-bone-marrow doses

received by children, about

20% of the cases of childhood

leukaemia in Great Britain are

predicted to be attributable to

this source.' The authors of this

pseudoscience which is the

opposite of the facts are R.

Wakeford (Dalton Nuclear

Institute, University of

Manchester, Manchester, UK),

G. M. Kendall (Childhood

Cancer Research Group,

Oxford, UK), and M. P. Little

(Department of Epidemiology

and Public Health, Imperial

College, London, UK). 

disgusting and sinful that the

facts about childhood leukemia

are being lied on so blatantly

for non-scientific purposes, and

it is to be hoped that these

leukemia investigators will

http://www.gopetition.com/online/2479.html
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2009/04/radiation-effects-research-foundation.html
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either correct their errors or

alternatively be banned from

using scientific literature to

promote false dogma for

deception until they mend the

error of their ways and repent

their sins in this matter.

Protein P53, discovered only in

1979, is encoded by gene TP53,

which occurs on human

chromosome 17. P53 also occurs

in other mammals including mice,

rats and dogs. P53 is one of the

proteins which continually repairs

breaks in DNA, which easily

breaks at body temperature: the

DNA in each cell of the human

body suffers at least two single

strand breaks every second, and

one double strand (i.e. complete

double helix) DNA break occurs at

least once every 2 hours (5% of

radiation-induced DNA breaks are

double strand breaks, while

0.007% of spontaneous DNA

breaks at body temperature are

double strand breaks)! Cancer

occurs when several breaks in

DNA happen to occur by chance

at nearly the same time, giving

several loose strand ends at once,

which repair proteins like P53 then

repair incorrectly, causing a

mutation which can be proliferated

somatically. This cannot occur

when only one break occurs,

because only two loose ends are

produced, and P53 will reattach

them correctly. But if low-LET

ionising radiation levels are

increased to a certain extent,

causing more single strand

breaks, P53 works faster and is

able deal with faster breaks as

they occur, so that multiple

broken strand ends do not arise.

This prevents DNA strands being

repaired incorrectly, and prevents

cancer - a result of mutation

caused by faults in DNA - from

arising. Too much radiation of

course overloads the P53 repair

mechanism, and then it cannot

repair breaks as they occur, so

multiple breaks begin to appear

and loose ends of DNA are

wrongly connected by P53,

causing an increased cancer risk.

1. DNA-damaging free radicals are

equivalent to a source of sparks

which is always present naturally.

2. Cancer is equivalent the fire you

get if the sparks are allowed to

ignite the gasoline, i.e. if the free

radicals are allowed to damage

DNA without the damage being

repaired.

3. Protein P53 is equivalent to a

fire suppression system which is

constantly damping out the

sparks, or repairing the damaged

DNA so that cancer doesn’t occur.

In this way of thinking, the ‘cause’

of cancer will be down to a failure

of a DNA repairing enzyme like

protein P53 to repair the damage.

Dr Jane Orient, 'Homeland

Security for Physicians',

Journal of American Physicians

and Surgeons,

3, Fall 2006, pp. 75-9:

'In the 1960s, a group of activist

http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2009/04/radiation-effects-research-foundation.html
http://www.jpands.org/vol11no3/orient.pdf
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physicians called Physicians for

Social Responsibility (PSR)

undertook to "educate the medical

profession and the world about the

dangers of nuclear weapons,"

beginning with a series of articles

in the New England Journal of

Medicine. [Note that journal was

publishing information for anti-

civil defense propaganda back

in 1949, e.g. the article in

volume 241, pp. 647-53 of New

England Journal of Medicine

which falsely suggests that civil

defense in nuclear war would

be hopeless because a single

burned patient in 1947 with 40%

body area burns required 42

oxygen tanks, 36 pints of

plasma, 40 pints of whole

blood, 104 pints of fluids, 4,300

m of gauze, 3 nurses and 2

doctors. First, only unclothed

persons in direct line of sight

without shadowing can get 40%

body area burns from thermal

radiation, second, duck and

cover offers protection in a

nuclear attack warning, and G.

V. LeRoy had already

published, two years earlier, in

J.A.M.A., volume 134, 1947, pp.

1143-8, that less than 5% of

burns in Hiroshima and

Nagasaki were caused by

building and debris fires. In

medicine it is always possible

to expend vast resources on

patients who are fatally

injured. In a mass casualty

situation, doctors should not

give up just because they don't

have unlimited resources; as at

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, they

would need to do their best

with what they have.]

website, www.psr.org, the group

boasts that it "led the campaign to

end atmospheric nuclear testing."

With this campaign, the linear no-

threshold (LNT) theory of radiation

carcinogenesis became

entrenched. It enabled activists to

calculate enormous numbers of

potential casualties by taking a

tiny risk and multiplying it by the

population of the earth. As an

enduring consequence, the

perceived risks of radiation are far

out of proportion to actual risks,

causing tremendous damage to

the American nuclear industry. ...

Efforts to save lives were not only

futile, but unethical: Any

suggestion that nuclear war could

be survivable increased its

likelihood and was thus

tantamount to warmongering, PSR

spokesmen warned. ...

'For the mindset that engendered

and enables this situation, which

jeopardizes the existence of the

United States as a nation as well

as the lives of millions of its

citizens, some American

physicians and certain prestigious

medical organizations bear a

heavy responsibility.

'Ethical physicians should stand

ready to help patients to the best

of their ability, and not advocate

sacrificing them in the name of a

political agenda. 

knowledge, especially

combined with simple,

http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/03/samuel-glasstone-and-philip-j-dolan.html
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/08/nuclear-weapons-1st-edition-1956-by.html
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inexpensive advance

preparations, could save

countless lives

Dr Theodore B. Taylor,

Proceedings of the Second

Interdisciplinary Conference on

Selected Effects of a General

War, DASIAC Special Report

95, July 1969, vol. 2, DASA-

2019-2, AD0696959, page 298

(also linked here

'I must just say that as far as I'm

concerned I have had some

doubts about whether we should

have had a civil defense program

in the past. I have no doubt

whatsoever now, for this reason,

that I've seen ways in which the

deterrent forces can fail to hold

things off, so that no matter

what our national leaders do,

criminal organizations, what

have you, groups of people

over which we have no control

whatsoever, can threaten other

groups of people.

This point of Taylor is the key

fact on the morality. Suppose

we disarm and abandon

nuclear power. That won't stop

fallout from a war, terrorists, or

a foreign reactor blast from

coming. Civil defence

knowledge is needed. Even

when America has ABM, it will

be vulnerable to wind carried

fallout. No quantity of pacifist

hot air will protect people

against radiation

Charles J. Hitch and Roland B.

McKean of the RAND Corporation

in their 1960 book 

of Defense in the Nuclear Age,

Harvard University Press,

Massachusetts, pp. 310-57:

‘With each side possessing only a

small striking force, a small

amount of cheating would give one

side dominance over the other,

and the incentive to cheat and

prepare a preventative attack

would be strong … With each side

possessing, say, several thousand

missiles, a vast amount of

cheating would be necessary to

give one side the ability to wipe

out the other’s striking capability.

… the more extensive a

disarmament agreement is, the

smaller the force that a violator

would have to hide in order to

achieve complete domination.

Most obviously, “the abolition of

the weapons necessary in a

general or ‘unlimited’ war” would

offer the most insuperable

obstacles to an inspection plan,

since the violator could gain an

overwhelming advantage from the

concealment of even a few

weapons.’

Disarmament after World War I

caused the following problem

which led to World War II (reported

by Winston S. Churchill in the

London Daily Express newspaper

of November 1, 1934):

‘Germany is arming secretly,

illegally and rapidly. A reign of

terror exists in Germany to keep

secret the feverish and terrible

preparations they are making.’

http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/08/nuclear-weapons-1st-edition-1956-by.html
http://www.hss.energy.gov/healthsafety/ihs/marshall/collection/data/ihp1d/41446e.pdf
http://www.hss.energy.gov/healthsafety/ihs/marshall/collection/data/ihp1c/0282_a.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_11,_2001_attacks
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/08/nuclear-weapons-1st-edition-1956-by.html
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British Prime Minister Thatcher's

address to the United Nations

General Assembly on

disarmament on 23 June 1982,

where she pointed out that in the

years since the nuclear attacks on

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 10

million people had been killed by

140 non-nuclear conflicts:

‘The fundamental risk to peace is

not the existence of weapons of

particular types. It is the

disposition on the part of some

states to impose change on

others by resorting to force

against other nations ...

Aggressors do not start wars

because an adversary has built up

his own strength. They start wars

because they believe they can

gain more by going to war than by

remaining at peace.’

J. D. Culshaw, the then Director of

the U.K. Home Office Scientific

Advisory Branch, stated in his

article in the Scientific Advisory

Branch journal 

September 1972 (issue No. 19),

classified 'Restricted':

'Apart from those who don't want

to know or can't be bothered, there

seem to be three major schools of

thought about the nature of a

possible Third World War ...

* 'The first group think of

something like World War II but a

little worse ...

* '... the second of World War II

but very much worse ...

* 'and the third group think in

terms of a catastrophe ...

'When the Armageddon concept is

in favour, the suggestion that such

problems exist leads to "way out"

research on these phenomena,

and it is sufficient to mention a

new catastrophic threat [e.g., 10

years later this was done by

Sagan with "nuclear winter" hype,

which turned out to be fake

because modern concrete cities

can't produce firestorms like

1940s wooden-built areas of

Hamburg, Dresden and Hiroshima]

to stimulate research into the

possibilities of it arising. The

underlying appeal of this concept

is that if one could show that the

execution of all out nuclear,

biological or chemical warfare

would precipitate the end of the

world, no one but a mad man

would be prepared to initiate such

a war. [However, as history

proves, plenty of mad men end up

gaining power and leading

countries into wars.]'

J. K. S. Clayton, then Director of

the U.K. Home Office Scientific

Advisory Branch, stated in his

introduction, entitled 

Challenge - Why Home Defence?,

to the 1977 Home Office Scientific

Advisory Branch 

for Scientific Advisers:

'Since 1945 we have had nine

wars - in Korea, Malaysia and

Vietnam, between China and

India, China and Russia, India and
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Pakistan and between the Arabs

and Israelis on three occasions.

We have had confrontations

between East and West over

Berlin, Formosa and Cuba. There

have been civil wars or rebellions

in no less than eleven countries

and invasions or threatened

invasions of another five. Whilst it

is not suggested that all these

incidents could have resulted in

major wars, they do indicate the

aptitude of mankind to resort to a

forceful solution of its problems,

sometimes with success. ...'

It is estimated that Mongol

invaders exterminated 35 million

Chinese between 1311-40, without

modern weapons. Communist

Chinese killed 26.3 million

dissenters between 1949 and May

1965, according to detailed data

compiled by the Russians on 7

April 1969. The Soviet communist

dictatorship killed 40 million

dissenters, mainly owners of small

farms, between 1917-59.

Conventional (non-nuclear) air

raids on Japan killed 600,000

during World War II. The single

incendiary air raid on Tokyo on 10

March 1945 killed 140,000 people

(more than the total for nuclear

bombs on Hiroshima and

Nagasaki combined) at much less

than the $2 billion expense of the

Hiroshima and Nagasaki nuclear

bombs! Non-nuclear air raids on

Germany during World War II

killed 593,000 civilians.

House of Lords debate 

Weapons: Destructive Power,

published in Hansard, 14 June

1988:

Lord Hailsham of Saint

Marylebone: ‘My Lords, if we

are going into the question of

lethality of weapons and seek

thereby to isolate the nuclear

as distinct from the so-called

conventional range, is there

not a danger that the public

may think that Vimy,

Passchendaele and Dresden

were all right—sort of tea

parties—and that nuclear war

is something which in itself is

unacceptable?’

Lord Trefgarne: ‘My Lords, the

policy of making Europe, or the

rest of the world, safe for

conventional war is not one

that I support.’

House of Commons debate

Civil Defence

Hansard, 26 October 1983:

Mr. Bill Walker (Tayside,

North): ‘I remind the House that

more people died at Stalingrad

than at Hiroshima or Nagasaki.

Yet people talk about fighting a

conventional war in Europe as

if it were acceptable. One

rarely sees demonstrations by

the so-called peace movement

against a conventional war in

Europe, but it could be nothing

but ghastly and horrendous.

The casualties would certainly

exceed those at Stalingrad,

and that cannot be acceptable

to anyone who wants peace’

http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1988/jun/14/nuclear-weapons-destructive-power#S5LV0498P0_19880614_HOL_75
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1988/jun/14/nuclear-weapons-destructive-power#S5LV0498P0_19880614_HOL_75
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1983/oct/26/civil-defence-1#S6CV0047P0_19831026_HOC_410
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1988/jun/14/nuclear-weapons-destructive-power#S5LV0498P0_19880614_HOL_75
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On 29 October 1982, Thatcher

stated of the Berlin Wall: ‘In every

decade since the war the Soviet

leaders have been reminded that

their pitiless ideology only survives

because it is maintained by force.

But the day comes when the

anger and frustration of the people

is so great that force cannot

contain it. Then the edifice cracks:

the mortar crumbles ... one day,

liberty will dawn on the other side

of the wall.’

On 22 November 1990, she said:

‘Today, we have a Europe ...

where the threat to our security

from the overwhelming

conventional forces of the Warsaw

Pact has been removed; where the

Berlin Wall has been torn down

and the Cold War is at an end.

These immense changes did not

come about by chance. They have

been achieved by strength and

resolution in defence, and by a

refusal ever to be intimidated.’

'The case for civil defence

stands regardless of whether a

nuclear deterrent is necessary

or not. ... Even if the U.K. were

not itself at war, we would be

as powerless to prevent fallout

from a nuclear explosion

crossing the sea as was King

Canute to stop the tide.' - U.K.

Home Office leaflet, Civil

Defence, 1982

‘... peace cannot be guaranteed

absolutely. Nobody can be

certain, no matter what policies

this or any other Government were

to adopt, that the United Kingdom

would never again be attacked.

Also we cannot tell what form

such an attack might take.

Current strategic thinking

suggests that if war were to break

out it would start with a period of

conventional hostilities of

uncertain duration which might or

might not escalate to nuclear

conflict. ... while nuclear weapons

exist there must always be a

chance, however small, that they

will be used against us [like gas

bombs in World War II]. ... as a

consequence of war between other

nations in which we were not

involved fall out from nuclear

explosions could fall on a neutral

Britain. ... conventional war is not

the soft option that is sometimes

suggested. It is also too easily

forgotten that in World War II

some 50 million people died and

that conventional weapons have

gone on killing people ever since

1945 without respite.’ - 

Minister of State, Scottish

Office (Lord Gray of Contin),

House of Lords debate on Civil

Defence (General Local

Authority Functions)

Regulations, Hansard, vol. 444,

cc. 523-49, 1 November 1983.

‘All of us are living in the light and

warmth of a huge hydrogen bomb,

860,000 miles across and 93

million miles away, which is in a

state of continuous explosion.’ -

Dr Isaac Asimov.

‘Dr Edward Teller remarked

recently that the origin of the earth

http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/08/nuclear-weapons-1st-edition-1956-by.html
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1983/nov/01/civil-defence-general-local-authority#S5LV0444P0_19831101_HOL_246
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was somewhat like the explosion

of the atomic bomb...’ – Dr Harold

C. Urey, The Planets: Their Origin

and Development,

Press, New Haven, 1952, p. ix.

‘But compared with a supernova a

hydrogen bomb is the merest

trifle. For a supernova is equal in

violence to about a million million

million million hydrogen bombs all

going off at the same time.’ – Sir

Fred Hoyle (1915-2001), 

Nature of the Universe,

Books, London, 1963, p. 75.

‘In fact, physicists find plenty of

interesting and novel physics in

the environment of a nuclear

explosion. Some of the physical

phenomena are valuable objects of

research, and promise to provide

further understanding of nature.’ –

Dr Harold L. Brode, The RAND

Corporation, ‘Review of Nuclear

Weapons Effects,’ 

of Nuclear Science,

1968, pp. 153-202.

‘It seems that similarities do exist

between the processes of

formation of single particles from

nuclear explosions and formation

of the solar system from the

debris of a [4 x 10

TNT equivalent, type Ia] supernova

explosion. We may be able to

learn much more about the origin

of the earth, by further

investigating the process of

radioactive fallout from the nuclear

weapons tests.’ – 

Kuroda (1917-2001)

Arkansas, ‘Radioactive Fallout in

Astronomical Settings: Plutonium-

244 in the Early Environment of

the Solar System,’ pages 83-96 of

Radionuclides in the

Environment: A Symposium

Sponsored By the Division of

Nuclear Chemistry and

Technology At the 155th

Meeting of the American

Chemical Society, San

Francisco, California, April 1-3,

1968, edited by Symposium

Chairman Dr Edward C. Freiling

(1922-2000) of the U.S. Naval

Radiological Defense Laboratory,

Advances in Chemistry Series No.

93, American Chemical Society,

Washington, D.C., 1970.

Dr Paul K. Kuroda (1917-2001)

1956 correctly predicted the

existence of water-moderated

natural nuclear reactors in flooded

uranium ore seams, which were

discovered in 1972 by French

physicist Francis Perrin in three

ore deposits at Oklo in Gabon,

where sixteen sites operated as

natural nuclear reactors with self-

sustaining nuclear fission 2,000

million years ago, each lasting

several hundred thousand years,

averaging 100 kW. 

waste they generated remained in

situ for a period of 2,000,000,000

years without escaping. 

discovered during investigations

into why the U-235 content of the

uranium in the ore was only

0.7171% instead of the normal

0.7202%. Some of the ore, in the

middle of the natural reactors, had

a U-235 isotopic abundance of just

http://www.omatumr.com/abstracts2005/KurodaWriteupMeteoritic.pdf
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Radionuclides-Environment-E-C-Freiling/dp/B000V2NRO8/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1240503322&sr=1-2
http://www.omatumr.com/abstracts2005/KurodaWriteupMeteoritic.pdf
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0.440%. Kuroda's brilliant paper is

entitled, 'On the Nuclear Physical

Stability of the Uranium Minerals',

published in the 

Chemical Physics

pp. 781–782 and 1295–1296.

A type Ia supernova explosion,

always yielding 4 x 10

megatons of TNT equivalent,

results from the critical mass

effect of the collapse of a white

dwarf as soon as its mass

exceeds 1.4 solar masses due to

matter falling in from a companion

star. The degenerate electron gas

in the white dwarf is then no longer

able to support the pressure from

the weight of gas, which

collapses, thereby releasing

enough gravitational potential

energy as heat and pressure to

cause the fusion of carbon and

oxygen into heavy elements,

creating massive amounts of

radioactive nuclides, particularly

intensely radioactive nickel-56, but

half of all other nuclides (including

uranium and heavier) are also

produced by the 

process of successive neutron

captures by fusion products in

supernovae explosions

supernovae occur typically every

400 years in the Milky Way

galaxy. On 4 July 1054, Chinese

astronomers observed in the sky

(without optical instruments) the

bright supernova in the

constellation Taurus which today

is still visible as the Crab Nebula

through telescopes. 

Nebula debris has a diameter now

of 7 light years and is still

expanding at 800 miles/second.

The supernova debris shock wave

triggers star formation when it

encounters hydrogen gas in space

by compressing it and seeding it

with debris; bright stars are

observed in the Orion Halo, the

300 light year diameter remains of

a supernova. It is estimated that

when the solar system was

forming 4,540 million years ago, a

supernova occurred around 100

light years away, and the heavy

radioactive debris shock wave

expanded at 1,000 miles/second.

Most of the heavy elements

including iron, silicon and calcium

in the Earth and people are the

stable end products of originally

radioactive decay chains from the

space burst fallout of a 7 x 10

megatons thermonuclear

explosion, created by fusion and

successive neutron captures after

the implosion of a white dwarf; a

supernova explosion.

How would a 10

hydrogen bomb explosion differ

from the big bang

answers biased in favour of curved

spacetime (ignoring quantum

gravity!) abound, such as claims

that explosions can’t take place in

‘outer space’ (disagreeing with the

facts from nuclear space bursts by

Russia and America in 1962, not

to mention natural supernova

explosions in space!) and that

explosions produce sound waves

in air by definition! 

indeed major differences in the

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R-process
http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/tiredlit.htm
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nuclear reactions between the big

bang and a nuclear bomb. But it is

helpful to notice the solid physical

fact that implosion systems

suggest the mechanism of

gravitation: in implosion, TNT is

well-known to produce an 

force on a bomb core, but

Newton's 3rd law says there is an

equal and opposite reaction force

outward. In fact, you can’t have a

radially outward force without an

inward reaction force! 

rocket principle. 

accelerates (with force 

forward by virtue of the recoil from

accelerating the exhaust gas (with

force F = -ma) in the 

direction! Nothing massive

accelerates without an equal and

opposite reaction force. 

this fact to the 

10 ms-2 ~ Hc cosmological

acceleration of matter radially

outward from observers in the

universe which 

accurately in 1996

observationally discovered in 1999

(by Perlmutter, et al.), we find an

outward force 

reaction force by the 3rd law. 

inward force allows

quantitative predictions, and is

mediated by gravitons,

predicting gravitation in a

checkable way (unlike string

theory, which is just a

landscape of 10

perturbative theories and so

can’t make any falsifiable

predictions about gravity).

seems as if nuclear explosions do

indeed provide helpful analogies to

natural features of the world, and

the mainstream lambda-CDM

model of cosmology - with its

force-fitted unobserved 

speculative ‘dark energy’ - ignores

and sweeps under the rug major

quantum gravity effects which

increase the physical

understanding of particle physics,

particularly force unification and

the relation of gravitation to the

existing electroweak SU(2) x U(1)

section of the Standard Model of

fundamental forces.

Richard Lieu, Physics

Department, University of

Alabama, ‘Lambda-CDM

cosmology: how much

suppression of credible

evidence, and does the model

really lead its competitors,

using all evidence?’,

http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.2462.

Even Einstein grasped the

possibility that general relativity's

lambda-CDM model is at best just

a classical approximation to

quantum field theory, at the end of

his life when he wrote to Besso in

1954:

‘I consider it quite possible that

physics cannot be based on the

[classical differential equation]

field principle, i.e., on continuous

structures. In that case, nothing

remains of my entire castle in the

air, [non-quantum] gravitation

theory included ...’

‘Science is the organized

skepticism in the reliability of

http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0310342
http://nige.wordpress.com/
http://nige.wordpress.com/
http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.2462
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expert opinion.’ - Professor

Richard P. Feynman (quoted by

Professor Lee Smolin, 

Trouble with Physics,

Mifflin, New York, 2006, p. 307).

‘The expression of dissenting

views may not seem like much of

a threat to a powerful organization,

yet sometimes it triggers an

amazingly hostile response. The

reason is that a single dissenter

can puncture an illusion of

unanimity. ... Among those

suppressed have been the

engineers who tried to point out

problems with the Challenger

space shuttle that caused it to

blow up. More fundamentally,

suppression is a denial of the

open dialogue and debate that are

the foundation of a free society.

Even worse than the silencing of

dissidents is the chilling effect

such practices have on others. For

every individual who speaks out,

numerous others decide to play it

safe and keep quiet. More serious

than external censorship is the

problem of self-censorship.’

— Professor Brian Martin,

University of Wollongong,

'Stamping Out Dissent',

Newsweek, 26 April 1993, pp. 49-

50

In 1896, Sir James Mackenzie-

Davidson asked Wilhelm Röntgen,

who discovered X-rays in 1895:

‘What did you think?’ Röntgen

replied: ‘I did not think, I

investigated.’ The reason?

Cathode ray expert J. J. Thomson

in 1894 saw glass fluorescence far

from a tube, but due to prejudice

(expert opinion) he avoided

investigating that X-ray evidence!

‘Science is the organized

skepticism in the reliability of

expert opinion.’ - Richard

Feynman, in Lee Smolin, 

Trouble with Physics,

Mifflin, 2006, p. 307.

Mathematical symbols in this

blog: your computer’s browser

needs access to standard

character symbol sets to display

Greek symbols for mathematical

physics. If you don’t have the

symbol character sets installed,

the density symbol '

appear as 'r' and the '

will as 'p', causing confusion with

the use of 'r' for radius and 'p' for

momentum in formulae. 

problem exists with Mozilla Firefox

3, but not with Microsoft Explorer

which displays Greek symbols.

About Me
Name:

http://nige.wordpress.com/

http://quantumfieldtheory.org/

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?

p=273#comment-5322.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?

p=353&cpage=1#comment-

8728.

http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?

p=215#comment-4082.

http://www.amazon.com/review/R2H7GVX4BUQQ68/ref=cm_cr_rdp_perm
http://nige.wordpress.com/
http://quantumfieldtheory.org/
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=273#comment-5322
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=353&cpage=1#comment-8728
http://www.math.columbia.edu/~woit/wordpress/?p=215#comment-4082
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View my complete profile

From 1945-62, America tested

216 nuclear weapons in the

atmosphere, totalling 154

megatons, with a mean yield of

713 kilotons

From 1949-62, Russia tested 214

nuclear weapons in the

atmosphere, totalling 281

megatons, with a mean yield of

1.31 megatons

From 1952-8, Britain tested 21

nuclear weapons in the

atmosphere, totalling 10.8

megatons, with a mean yield of

514 kilotons

From 1960-74, France tested 46

nuclear weapons in the

atmosphere, totalling 11.4

megatons, with a mean yield of

248 kilotons

From 1964-80, China tested 23

nuclear weapons in the

atmosphere, totalling 21.5

megatons, with a mean yield of

935 kilotons

In summary, from 1945-80,

America, Russia, Britain,

France and China tested 520

nuclear weapons in the

atmosphere, totalling 478.7

megatons, with a mean yield of

921 kilotons

Mean yield of the 5,192 nuclear

warheads and bombs in the

deployed Russian nuclear

stockpile as of January 2009:

0.317 Mt. Total yield: 1,646 Mt.

Mean yield of the 4,552 nuclear

warheads and bombs in the

deployed U.S. nuclear stockpile

as of January 2007: 0.257 Mt.

Total yield: 1,172 Mt.

For diffraction damage where

damage areas scale as the two-

thirds power of explosive yield,

this stockpile's area damage

potential can be compared to the

20,000,000 conventional bombs of

100 kg size (2 megatons of TNT

equivalent total 

Germany during World War II:

(Total nuclear bomb blast

diffraction damaged ground

area)/(Total conventional blast

diffraction damaged ground 

Germany during World War II) =

[4,552*(0.257 Mt)

(0.0000001 Mt)

4.3. Thus, although the entire U.S.

stockpile has a TNT 

equivalent to 586 times that of the

2 megatons of conventional bombs

dropped on Germany in World

War II, it is only capable of

causing 4.3 times as much

diffraction type damage area,

because any given amount of

explosive energy is far more

efficient when distributed over

many small explosions than in a

single large explosion! 

explosions are inefficient because

they cause unintended collateral

damage, wasting energy off the

target area and injuring or

damaging unintended targets!

In a controlled sample of 36,500

survivors, 89 people got leukemia

http://www.blogger.com/profile/03402194253543690982
http://www.sonicbomb.com/modules.php?name=Content&pa=showpage&pid=39
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over a 40 year period, above the

number in the unexposed control

group. (Data: Radiation Research,

volume 146, 1996, pages 1-27.)

Over 40 years, in 36,500 survivors

monitored, there were 176

leukemia deaths which is 89 more

than the control (unexposed)

group got naturally. There were

4,687 other cancer deaths, but

that was merely 339 above the

number in the control (unexposed)

group, so this is statistically a

much smaller rise than the

leukemia result. Natural leukemia

rates, which are very low in any

case, were increased by 51% in

the irradiated survivors, but other

cancers were merely increased by

just 7%. Adding all the cancers

together, the total was 4,863

cancers (virtually all natural

cancer, nothing whatsoever to do

with radiation), which is just 428

more than the unexposed control

group. Hence, the total increase

over the natural cancer rate due to

bomb exposure was only 9%,

spread over a period of 40 years.

There was no increase whatsoever

in genetic malformations.

There should be a note here

about how unnatural

radioactive pollution is (not) in

space: the earth's atmosphere

is a radiation shield equivalent

to being protected behind a

layer of water 10 metres thick.

This reduces the cosmic

background radiation by a

factor of 100 of what it would

be without the earth's

atmosphere. Away from the

largely uninhabited poles, the

Earth's magnetic field also

protects us against charged

cosmic radiations, which are

deflected and end up spiralling

around the magnetic field at

high altitude, in the Van Allen

trapped radiation belts. 

Moon, for example, there is no

atmosphere or significant

magnetic field so the natural

background radiation exposure

rate at solar minimum is 1

milliRoentgen per hour (about

10 microSieverts/hour) some

100 times that on the Earth

(0.010 milliRoentgen per hour

or about 0.10

microSieverts/hour). The Apollo

astronauts visiting the Moon

wore dosimeters and they

received an average of 275

milliRoentgens (about 2.75

milliSieverts) of radiation (well

over a year's exposure to natural

background at sea level) in over

just 19.5 days.

than that during a solar flare,

which is one of the concerns

for astronauts to avoid

(micrometeorites are another

concern in a soft spacesuit).

The higher up you are above

sea level, the less of the

atmosphere there is between

you and space, so the less

shielding you have to protect

you from the intense cosmic

space radiations (emitted by

thermonuclear reactors we call

'stars', as well as distant

supernovae explosions). At sea

http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/04/ten-largest-nuclear-tests.html
http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/04/ten-largest-nuclear-tests.html
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level, the air above you

constitutes a radiation shield of

10 tons per square metre or the

equivalent of having a 10

metres thick water shield

between you and outer space.

As you go up a mountain or up

in an aircraft, the amount of

atmosphere between you and

space decreases, thus radiation

levels increase with altitude

because there is less shielding.

The normal background

radiation exposure rate shoots

up by a factor of 20, from 0.010

to 0.20 milliRoentgens per hour,

when any airplane ascends from

sea level to 36,000 feet cruising

altitude. (The now obsolete

British Concorde supersonic

transport used to maintain

radiation-monitoring

equipment so that it could drop

to lower-altitude flight routes if

excessive cosmic radiation due

to solar storms were detected.)

Flight aircrew get more

radiation exposure than many

nuclear industry workers at

nuclear power plants.

Residents of the high altitude

city of Denver get 100

milliRoentgens (about 1

milliSievert) more annual

exposure than a resident of

Washington, D.C., but the

mainstream anti-radiation

cranks don't campaign for the

city to be shut to save kids

radiation exposure, for

mountain climbing to be

banned, etc.!

1994 revised Introduction to

Kearny’s Nuclear War Survival

Skills, by Dr Edward Teller,

January 14, 1994:

‘If defense is neglected these

weapons of attack become

effective. They become available

and desirable in the eyes of an

imperialist dictator, even if his

means are limited. Weapons of

mass destruction could become

equalizers between nations big

and small, highly developed and

primitive, if defense is neglected. If

defense is developed and if it is

made available for general

prevention of war, weapons of

aggression will become less

desirable. Thus defense makes

war itself less probable. ... One

psychological defense mechanism

against danger is to forget about

it. This attitude is as common as

it is disastrous. It may turn a

limited danger into a fatal

difficulty.’

Advice of Robert Watson-Watt

(Chief Scientist on the World War

II British Radar Project, defending

Britain against enemy attacks):

‘Give them the third best to go on

with, the second best comes too

late, the best never comes.’

From Wikipedia (a source of

groupthink): ‘Groupthink is a

type of thought exhibited by

group members who try to

minimize conflict and reach

consensus without critically

testing, analyzing, and

evaluating ideas. Individual

creativity, uniqueness, and

http://glasstone.blogspot.com/2006/04/ten-largest-nuclear-tests.html
http://www.oism.org/nwss/s73p905.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupthink
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independent thinking are lost

in the pursuit of group

cohesiveness, as are the

advantages of reasonable

balance in choice and thought

that might normally be

obtained by making decisions

as a group. During groupthink,

members of the group avoid

promoting viewpoints outside

the comfort zone of consensus

thinking. A variety of motives

for this may exist such as a

desire to avoid being seen as

foolish, or a desire to avoid

embarrassing or angering

other members of the group.

Groupthink may cause groups

to make hasty, irrational

decisions, where individual

doubts are set aside, for fear of

upsetting the group’s balance.’

Links

Google News

Dr Carl E. Baum's EMP

theory and interaction notes

The Atomic Heritage

Foundation

Radiation Effects Research

Foundation lumps data

together to cover up benefits

of low dose radiation in

Hiroshima and Nagasaki Life

Span Study!

DTRA (Defense Threat

Reduction Agency) Nuclear

testing histories (PDF files)

Samuel Glasstone and

Philip J. Dolan

Carl F. Miller's fallout

research at nuclear tests

British Home Office

Scientific Advisory Branch

Samuel Cohen's book

about the collateral damage

averting, invasion-deterring

neutron bomb he invented,

and the lying political attacks

he endured as a result

Jerry Emanuelson's

review of EMP facts,

including the direct

dependence of the EMP on

the Earth's natural magnetic

field strength at the burst
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